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ABSTRACT: This paper shares research, experiences and landmark projects where the organic
prestressing technology (OPS) contributes to stablish new limits in well-known construction meth-
ods. After the introduction – Part 1 – where a “critical range of spans” – 70 m to 100 m – for
multi-span viaducts is identified, four Parts are presented. In Part 2, a brief state of art of the most
common construction methods limits is shared, where the benefits and need to develop solutions
to increase the former span limits is clearly identified. Particular focus in cast in situ, span, by
span, construction and the technological challenges to increase such span limits are identified. In
Part 3, organic prestressing technology (OPS) is presented. After a historic synopsis presentation,
a brief description of OPS technology is given, including some applications and main features
of this innovative technology are enhanced. In Part 4, solutions to overcome the previously men-
tioned technological challenges are presented. In Part 5, landmark multi-span projects and first
applications of large span equipment with OPS technology are presented. Finally, one conclu-
sion is drawn: with OPS technology, new construction limits are reached, overcoming, in some
construction methods, the former “critical range of spans” – 70 m to 100 m.

1 PART 1 – INTRODUCTION

In the beginning of the XXI century, a summarized qualitative picture of feasible span ranges
for main and most common constructive methods/bridge types would be similar to the matrix of
figure 1.

In Figure 1, it can be observed that there are two poles of “very frequent solutions” one essentially
centered in the small span ranges (<30 m to 50 m) and the other one essentially centered in the

Figure 1. Span ranges for the most common constructive methods/bridge types in the beginning of the XXI
century.
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Figure 2. Examples of construction methods in multi-span large viaducts, from the top to bottom:
Ponte Rio Niteroi, Brazil – PC cantilever method – precast segments, launching gantry, 80 m span
Ponte Vasco da Gama, Portugal – PC precast full segments, 78 m span
Benicia – Martinez Bridge, USA – PC cantilever method – precast segments, lifting. Spans: 127 m–201 m.

large (and very large) spans range (>120 m). It can be also observed that, within the range of
“more common multi-span viaducts” there is a “bottle neck” for common possibilities. Moreover,
in what concerns to the particular case of multi-span large viaducts, where there is a strong need
for highly industrialized solutions, there is clearly a “critical range of spans” – 70 m to 100 m – that
seems to be frequently “avoided” – as other studies reveal (Konstantinidis 2003). Indeed, within
that span range, only one – prestressed concrete (PC) industrialized method was commonly applied
(PC Cantilever Method – precast segments – with launching gantry). Also relevant – bellow the
limit of 70 m, several methods were common or even very frequent.

Most probably these 3 methods, presented in Figure 2, are still among the most adequate in the
present state of art for multi-span large viaducts (even, some, with several decades). Nevertheless,
the third is typically more used for a higher range, than the mentioned “critical range of spans”,
and the second is typically used more for a spans bellow that range.

In few words, there is a “critical range of spans” – 70 m to 100 m – where the adequacy of the
construction methods seems restrictive. Meaning that great part of multi-span viaducts comprise
spans equal or above 70 m. This means that in several cases the span definition may be conditioned
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Table 1. Qualitative evaluation of common constructive methods in multi-span viaducts (XXI century
beginning).

Technical
Common Validation

Constructive Method Span Limits (>70 m) Cost Time Durability

Prestressed Concrete (PC) – Ground Scaffolding 40–50 m B-C C C A
PC Precast Beams 40–50 m C A A A-B
PC Span by Span Precast Segments 50 m C* A-B A A-B
PC Incremental launching 70 m C* A-B A-B A
PC Precast full segments (box girders) 70 m C* A-B A A
PC Cast in Situ, Span by Span (MSS) 70 m C* A A-B A
Continuous Composite or Steel Girders/Trusses >100 A B-C A-B A-B-C
(diverse methods)
PC Cantilever Method – Precast segments >100 A B-C B A-B
(Launching Gantry)
PC Cantilever Method – Precast segments – lifting >100 A B-C B-C A-B
PC Cantilever Method – In situ >100 A B-C C A

Legend: A – Good; B – acceptable; C – critical; * – with identified potential progress.

by the construction method. In other words, most probably, in several cases, the optimal span may
be “rejected” not by design criteria, but due to construction method restrictions or inadequacy.

1.1 Key issues for the constructive method selection

Each construction method has its own merits and, most probably, each method has a preferred field
of application. Surely the “best” decision should be taken in a case by case basis. The adoption of a
construction method is part of a “triangular decision” of conceptual design which always comprises
Structural System (& Cross Section) – Material – Constructive Method. Several well-known factors
and several well-known conditions are to be considered in each case. Among all factors, there are
four that have a systematic importance: Technical Validation, Cost, Time and Durability.

Let us make an exercise of qualitative evaluation of the most common constructive methods used
for multi-span large viaducts in the beginning of the present century (see Table 1).

The observation of Table 1 allows to stablish a main conclusion: in the beginning of the XXI
century there were several construction methods that were unsuitable for the construction of 70–
100 m multi-span viaducts due to technological limitations. In the following point a little deeper
approach on the reasons which justify this conclusion is made for the particular case of, in situ, span
by span construction with Movable Scaffolding Systems (MSS). Afterwards, similar conclusions
are drawn for precast segmental, span by span construction.

2 PART 2 – WHY LARGE MOVABLE SCAFFOLDING SYSTEMS (LMSS) WERE NOT
USED BEFORE: TECHNOLOGICAL CHALLENGES

A Few years ago, there were 4 main reasons why Large Movable Scaffolding Systems (LMSS),
i.e., movable scaffolding systems for the range 70 m to 100 m, were not used.

• Excessive Deflections
• Excessive Weight of Equipment
• Doubts on the Stability of large spans MSS related with the Wind action and effects
• Productivity and Construction Time
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Other possible reasons could be identified, as logistics, concrete pouring control (due to duration
and volume), or off-shore restrictions, but surely reasonable solutions to overcome them could be
developed, if the formers were overcome.

2.1 Excessive deflections in former MSS technology for 70 to 100 m span

The deflection of a MSS is one of its main operational characteristics. Recently, the larger span MSS
(60 to 70 m span) were characterized by mid-span deflections (during concrete pouring operation)
which were near the limits of acceptable operational values. And it was known that for larger spans
that limit would be overcome.

Indeed, the common values of mid-span deflections (D) during concrete pouring opera-
tion, for most common MSS were within the range L/1000 < D < L/400. For the span range
70 m < L < 100 m, that would represent absolute values within the interval 70 mm < D < 250 mm
(Vasques de Carvalho 2008; Pacheco et al. 2011).

It is easy to verify that, even applying pre-cambers with a 75% efficiency (meaning that the
difference of measured deflections and theoretical ones would be less than 25% of the elastic
deflection), that would imply that the potential geometric deviations could be easily greater than
30 mm, or even greater than 50 mm (depending on the span length), i.e., above common geometric
acceptable tolerances.

Additionally, such amount of deformations could induce structural problems on the erected
decks, as cracks, if the concrete pouring operation was long (what is expectable for such spans)
and/or if more than one stage of concrete operations occur, where the concrete of first stages could
become with damage (Pacheco et al.).

According to previous studies, for LMSS, good results are achieved if the mid-span deflection
limit is L/1000 (Pacheco et al. 2011).

Thus, to reasonably increase the MSS span range, new technologies were to be developed.

2.2 Excessive weight of former MSS technology for 70 to 100 m span

The weight of an MSS may have impact on the deck design and also on the piers design. Additionally,
it is known that the design of the deck may significantly depend on the constructive joint location
(eventually between at L/4 or L/5 from the pier. Associated with this issue it is also relevant the
location of MSS back support (typically on the deck cantilever).

Let us refer Figure 3, where the registration of the weight of 23 different conventional MSS are
pointed and where a linear approximation of MSS conventional weight is drawn.

Very simplified previous studies, which equalize the deck flexural moment over the last pier
with deck, for the maximum constructive loading scenario and for bridge service loading (the
same pier with the complete deck), allow to obtain grossly approximate values of what would be
approximately a neutral weight for the deck design (Pacheco et al. 2011). In Figure 3, a simplified
indicative linear projection of “MSS neutral Weight” is also drawn.

In Figure 3, it is, then, possible to observe that above approximately 65 m of span, the weight of
conventional MSS tends to be conditioning for the deck design, and that tendency clearly increases
with the span length.

It should be clear that this analysis is simplified and no conclusions are to be established in an
exact or even nearly exact basis. Just for example, the deck weight obviously depends on the width
of the deck (Pacheco et al. 2011). Nevertheless, this exercise allows to obtain general conclusions.

In what concerns to piers design, any approximation, even simplified, would be much difficult
to achieve. Indeed, the piers height, the structural design, the specific actions of the local, etc.,
could have important influence in each case. Nevertheless, if conventional MSS were applied for
70 m to 100 m spans, Bridge Designers should expect service horizontal forces values on the top of
the piers that could easily reach values from 75 ton to 150 ton, this applies, neglecting longitudinal
slope effects. Regarding this matter, the MSS sliding devices specification is also an important
issue (Pacheco et al. 2011).
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Figure 3. Conventional MSS weight/span relation – versus – MSS neutral weight.

This very simplified exercise, most probably frequently done by several Bridge Engineers, in an
intuition/common sense basis, shows another reason why a few years ago MSS construction, for
70 m to 100 m spans, was not an option.

2.3 Former doubts on stability LMSS with wind effect

The study of wind action and wind effects in MSS involves some particularities where importance
increases in the particular case of LMSS.

In both cases, for MSS and LMSS, wind actions are to be substantially different in launch-
ing operation stages and in equipment stationary stages. This results from: (1) the duration of
the stages/operations and adequate return period; (2) common predicted limitations in the MSS
Operational Manuals and (3) due to changing in support conditions, changing in span distribu-
tion, changing in mass values and in mass distribution and, finally, the evolution on the structure
location, during the equipment launching stage (Resende et al. 2015).

The wind actions in these type of equipment are not included in known wind action codes, then
it is necessary to create specific rules and criteria for this type of structures, with, as explained
before, very particular characteristics. Nevertheless, in the particular case of MSS, there is specific
and useful bibliography (almost with normative significance) that treats this disparity between
situations, using different wind velocities for each situation (SEOPAN 2007).

But, previous studies (Rosignoli 2013, Pacheco et al. 2015) show that natural frequencies of MSS
during launching stage, as expectable, decrease with the span increase. Although such operation
is to be conditioned by actual winds measured during the operation, if natural frequencies are
too low, there is not an adequate domain of involved phenomena. This fact induces doubts on the
applicability of previous knowledge to the study of stability of LMSS with wind effect.

Indeed, if in LMSS natural frequencies are below the former typical values of natural frequencies
for MSS (Pacheco et al. 2011), as dynamic phenomena may occur, additional research is to be
developed for LMSS.

This issue is another fundamental point which needed further research in order to validate LMSS
technology.

2.4 Construction time and productivity of MSS technology for large spans

The last point which demanded further technological development was the productivity. As a matter
of fact, productivity is obviously a key issue for all intervenients in a Bridge Project but, particularly
important for the Constructors.
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In the beginning of the XXI century there is plethora of experiences referring to cruise MSS
deck erection productivities nearby the value 3 km/year, for the span range 40 m to 60 m.

But, according to known relates, that value could decrease down to 2 km/year (or lower values)
of cruise deck erection for 70 m span decks. And, eventually, the expectative for larger spans was
not better.

For the decision makers, these values of productivity were not compatible with the industrialized
needs of multi-span viaducts, which could be near from 4 km/year achieved with other methods.
Again technological development was demanded.

2.5 Intercalary conclusion: the need of relevant technological developments in LMSS
technology – for 70 m to 100 m span range

It is known, that the construction of decks of bridges and viaducts with several spans with mov-
able scaffolding systems (MSS) may be a very efficient and competitive constructive method. In
particular, this method is among the most economic constructive methods (if not the most) in what
concerns to materials consumption. Recent comparative studies show that the PC, cast in situ, span
by span construction for span range 70 m to 100 m (with LMSS) may be even more efficient in
terms of material consumption (Morim 2008; Lopes 2015).

In fact, in this range, surprising economical results may be achieved if the number of spans is
high and/or if the costs of piers and foundations are relatively high.

Moreover, the use of LMSS may represent very significant cost reductions if the accesses to the
front line of site are difficult – for example, high piers or water access, because this may imply
for most significant costs of elevation equipment and/or site facilities. Finally, the span by span
construction also ensures important advantages as the perfect continuity of the deck.

Thus, the presentation of previous points may stablish a first conclusion: in the beginning of
the XXI century beginning there was a clear need of relevant technological developments in MSS
technology for 70 m to 100 m span range – meaning the development of LMSS (Pacheco et al. 2011).

In the following Part of the present paper, relevant recent achievements, mainly related with
technological progress in the construction of PC, span by span, in situ and segmental precast,
multi-span viaducts are presented: the Organic Prestressing technology.

3 PART 3: THE ORGANIC PRESTRESSING (OPS) TECHNOLOGY

Organic prestressing system (OPS) is a concept inspired by the behavior of an organic structure
found in nature: the muscle. It is nothing more than an active control prestressing system, whose
objective is to reduce deformations and/or stresses due to live loading (Pacheco 2002).

Still in early XX century, Freyssinet and Zetlin mentioned the possibility of strengthening struc-
tures with active cables (Falcó et al. 1990). They did not continue studies in this field probably
because the technological context then was unhelpful. After 1970, several applications on active
control of structures involving active cables were developed, mainly for vibrations control (Soong
1990). In the last years of the XX century, a Research Project on Organic Prestressing was initiate
at FEUP (Pacheco et al. 2002, 2007).

After the first numerical simulations it was concluded that the concept of organic prestressing
would be particularly useful to apply on large bridge equipment structures, due to the importance
of live load and deformations, where OPS is particularly efficient (André et al. 2006).

Figure 4 summarizes the main steps of the project development, since R&D stage at FEUP, to
several first key applications, in particular in the deck erection of multi-span large bridges and
viaducts.

3.1 OPS technology brief description

OPS consists of known, unrelated technologies. The main elements are (a) the actuator in the
organic anchorage, (b) the unbonded cables, (c) the sensors and (d) the electronic controller in the
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Figure 4. Historic synopsis of OPS technology development and main achievements.

girder control unit (as in Figures 5 and 6). All of them have been used before with reliable results,
but not in the present combination (Pacheco et al. 2007).

An effective and simple control system was achieved, in which using mid-span deflection as main
control variable (input) is feasible and simple to control geometry and indirectly to control internal
forces. Great part of the OPS software (clearly the major part) comprises safety complementary
codes, as the control code, itself, is most simple (Pacheco et al. 2010). Present software, with 2
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Figure 5. Main components of OPS technology for underslung MSS.

intercalary upgrades has been used in the construction of several kilometers of bridges and viaducts,
worldwide, without any incident.

The symmetric algorithm controls the bridge deck prestressing stage (reverse process). In both
stages software filters are used to oversee vibrations. Indeed, this control algorithm is valid for static
control. Thus, to avoid control instability, unit-step changes performed by the actuator (output) must
not depend on vibrations. More than one technique may be used to achieve such a filtering proce-
dure. One solution consists of defining time increments as the computed average of a convenient
number of consecutive mid-span deflection measures, during an adequate analysis period (Pacheco
et al. 2010). The first OPS concept was developed for underslung equipment. Main components,
in a similar application, may be observed in Figure 5.

The OPS bowstring concept was developed between 2007 and 2009 (Pacheco et al. 2009). Again
reproducing another elementary static classical concept – see Figure 6 – this solution brought impor-
tant features. Indeed, the bowstring concept, is obviously much suitable for overhead equipment
which comprise some important advantages in some type of applications. Mainly, (1) overhead MSS
are more adequate for bridges with important plan curvature, (2) are frequently easier to assemble
(behind abutments) and most important, (3) have more stability in launching stage (Pacheco et al.
2008).

OPS Bowstring concept is the solution already developed and applied in Large Movable
Scaffolding systems (LMSS), presented later.

More recently, another classical static solution was used to develop the Cable Stayed OPS
concept, as in Figure 6. This system is particularly useful for double span Equipment, taking
advantage of the nearly symmetrical structure and loading. In this equipment pouring operation is
to be performed in a symmetrical progression.

3.2 Some experiences worldwide, using OPS technology (span by span, cast in situ)

Important knowledge arises from each application. The success of each experience results from
an adequate work comprising an integral bridge design-equipment-operation approach. In fact, the
interaction with the 3 corresponding intervenient players – bridge designer, equipment supplier,
operation crew – is fundamental. Any unilateral approach of any intervenient may represent an
apparent benefit in one perspective, but may be harmful to the global solution. In Figure 8 some
experiences in span by span, cast in situ, construction using OPS technology are shown.
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Figure 6. Main components and layout of the OPS bowstring concept.

Figure 7. Main components of OPS technology for underslung MSS.

3.3 OPS application in Precast Segmental construction

Since 2013, the OPS technology is also applied in Precast Segmental Construction, in launching
gantry equipment (Pacheco et al. 2014).

Main features are described later in detail – for a particular case study – but again the deflection
control is one of the most important features, in this particular case, with very relevant impact on
productivity, as it will be seen (Sousa 2014).
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Figure 8. Some projects with movable scaffolding systems with OPS.

As a matter of fact, the technological challenges of OPS technology application in large span
launching gantries are simpler to overcome than in movable scaffolding systems.

Indeed, from the four technological challenges for large span technology identified in Part 2,
there are 3 that are naturally overcome: (1) Excessive Weight of Equipment, (2) Doubts on the
Stability of large spans MSS with Wind and (3) Productivity and Construction Time.

The non-existence of formwork in the travelling mass, explains why in large launching gantries
either the excessive weight of the equipment – due to relevant mass reduction – either the doubts
on the Stability with Wind action – due to relevant wind exposure area – are not so restrictive issues
as in MSS technology.

The industrialized segmental precast solution, explains by itself why the productivity-
construction time is not an issue, in large launching gantries technology.

This explains why, in the present state of art, there are functional and efficient launching gantries,
for precast segmental cantilever construction, that reach the span range 100 m to 120 m, with
success.

In the case of span by span, segmental precast construction, with launching gantries, the tech-
nological challenge – excessive deflections – is not overcome, with current technology, for spans
larger than 40–50 m.
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Figure 9. Precast segmental, span by span, launching gantry up to 90 m (in tender stage).

Figure 10. Precast segmental, hybrid span by span – cantilever, construction, 100 m span (courtesy Javier
Muñoz-Rojas/CFC- SL).

Again, the OPS technology becomes particularly useful. Indeed, there are already mature equip-
ment solutions for OPS strengthened launching gantries for 70 m to 90 m span range – see figure
9 – for precast segmental, span by span construction. Several projects are being developed world-
wide with this technology and one was already object of a public governmental tender in Colombia
(INVIAS 2014). Still on tender stage, but a mature equipment.

The importance of deflections control overcome in precast segmental, span by span construction,
allow new limits of construction and allow the development of other creative solutions, as the case
of precast segmental, hybrid span by span – cantilever construction recently developed for a tender
multi-span viaduct with 100 m span (Muñoz-Rojas 2015).

3.4 Other OPS applications studies – still in research

In parallel with previous developments, other R&D projects on OPS technology applications are
being developed, namely and for example on the Constructive Process of Arches and Cable Stayed
bridges, as per Figure 11.

In the case of the application of Constructive Cables in Arch Bridges Erection, by means of
fast and safe implementation of stress/release matrix of stress variations it is possible and feasible
to implement a good approximation to the optimum level of stresses in each construction stage.
Simultaneously it is fast and safe to implement a geometry control plan (Cunha 2014).

In the case of the application of Constructive Cables in Cable Stayed Bridges Erection, by
means of fast and safe implementation of stays stress during the correspondent segment pouring,
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Figure 11. Ongoing R&D studies on constructive active cables using OPS technology: Left – active cables
for arch bridges erection; Right – active cables for cable stayed deck erection.

Table 2. Main features of OPS technology.

Mid-span deflection reduction: for unslung MSS, above 90%; for overhead MSS, above 80%;
Mid-span deflection reduction for launching gantries (span by span): may be above 50%;
Lighter equipment units are achieved (steel quantity may reduce above 30% for large spans);
Higher load capacity of equipment units is ensured;
Continuous monitoring of the scaffolding structure enables higher safety levels.
Ability to automatically predefine deflections makes the equipment more efficient.
Much simpler steel connections are achieved (maximum tensions are substantially reduced).

it is possible to significantly reduce the negative moments in the deck during constructive stages.
Simultaneously it is easier to implement an adequate geometry control plan (Almeida 2013).

3.5 Summary on organic prestressing main features

Through the following years important features were observed (Pacheco et al. 2007).
Moreover, the following indirect advantages are achieved: (a) greater versatility of the scaffolding

equipment (may be used for different spans with slight changes); (b) easier transportation; (c) easier
on site assemblage of the scaffolding equipment and finally (d) reduction of space needs to store
equipment.

4 PART 4: HOW LARGE MOVABLE SCAFFOLDING SYSTEMS (LMSS) WITH OPS ARE
OVERCOMING FORMER TECHNOLOGICAL CHALLENGES

In Part 2, four technological challenges to enable the use of Large Movable Scaffolding Systems
(LMSS) for 70–100 m span range, were identified (1) Excessive Deflections, (2) Excessive Weight
of Equipment, (3) Doubts on the Stability of large spans former MSS withWind, and (4) Productivity
and Construction Time. In the present Part, solutions to overcome such challenges are described.
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Figure 12. Mid-span deflection data during a concrete pouring operation in a LMSS strengthened with OPS
technology.

4.1 Overcoming excessive deflections in former MSS technology for 70 m to 100 m span,
with OPS technology

As mentioned before, organic prestressing is nothing more than an active control prestressing
system, whose objective is to reduce deformations and/or stresses due to live loading. It is a simple
and feasible technology, reflecting a simple concept.

To understand its functioning, nothing better than referring to the control algorithm. During the
concrete pouring operation, the OPS loading mode is “on”. Every time that a predefined value
of mid-span deflection is measured and reached, the controller gives an order to the hydraulic
jack (in the organic anchorage) to increase the prestressing level, thus reducing/compensating such
mid-span deflection. Such functioning can be better understood in Figure 12 where the mid-span
deflection of LMSS strengthened with OPS technology is presented.

In this Figure 12 it can be observed both the mid-span deflection (left vertical axis) and the
OPS hydraulic jack stroke (right vertical axis) during approximately the last 4 hours of a concrete
pouring operation. The maximum mid-span deflection (neglecting vibrations) is about 25 mm. As
the span of the bridge (Rio Cabriel, Spain) is 70 m, that give us an approximate mid span deflection
of L/3000.

In the particular case of underslung MSS strengthened with OPS technology, as described in
previous publications (Pacheco et al. 2014) that value may be reduced to L/10.000 or even less.

In all MSS and LMSS applications with OPS technology, maximum mid-span deflections
observed are always about L/ 2000 and in some cases much less (Pacheco et al. 2011). Meaning
that the technological need of mid span deflections bellow L/1000 is clearly overcome.

This OPS technology’s characteristic, if not the most, is certainly among the most important
OPS features and contributions for the actual state of art in bridge construction.

4.2 Overcoming excessive weight of former MSS technology, with OPS technology

A similar exercise as in the previous point may be done to understand the reduction of equipment
weight that OPS technology enables.

Of course, the static effect of organic prestressing is nothing different from the static effect of
conventional prestressing. Meaning that, when OPS is applied, a very important compensation of
flexural moments is achieved. In fact, each one of the 3 mentioned statics concepts presented in
3.1, may be used, accordingly, to simultaneously (and indirectly) control the stress levels of the
MSS or LMSS main girders. And, if stresses are reduced, the main girder profiles are reduced, and,
obviously the weight of the equipment reduces.
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Figure 13. MSS weight (with and without OPS)/Span relation – versus – MSS neutral weight.

Several studies published before (Pacheco et al.) allow to conclude that for conventional MSS
span ranges (until 70 m span) that weight reduction may be above 30%. And that relative difference
increases with the span length.

For large spans (70 m to 100 m) that comparison is not possible as conventional MSS for multi-
spans larger than 72 m are not known by the authors.

Let us consider previous Figure 13 and represent, in the same picture, a simplified projection of
OPS-LMSS weights. Again it is to be clear that this exercise is simplified and no exact values are
to be established, but also again it allows clear general and important conclusions.

Analyzing Figure 13, it is possible to observe that the point of interception between the “MSS
Neutral weight” and the “LMSS weight (with OPS)” lines is clearly above the former 65 m and
approximately near from 90 m.

It should be understood, that even, for example, for 100 m spans, the cast in situ, span by span,
construction is to be still a competitive solution. What results from presented curves is that the
constructive method becomes conditioning for the deck design, but that is no different from what
is a normal case for any construction method: most probably much less conditioning.

Presently there is an application of a LMSS with OPS for 90 m span (presented later). This
equipment traveling mass weight is about 1250 ton, which reasonably accomplishes predicted
“LMSS (with OPS)” line.

This technological former restriction on MSS weights is also overcome.

4.3 Overcoming doubts on wind effect assessment on MSS for large spans

To overcome any doubts on wind effect assessment on LMSS, additional research is being developed
following previous preliminary studies on critical issues related to wind action on LMSS. It is also
important to understand that the wind effects on LMSS – either the static, and/or dynamic ones – are
to be evaluated in a probabilistic basis, as the wind forces and their effects on the LMSS structure
cannot be formulated on definite mathematical functions of time (Andre et al. 2015; Pacheco et al.
2011).

At present, a robust methodology to overcome this issue comprises a set of 6 measures which
are to be implemented together:

– Previous studies on local (near the site) wind actions are to be obligatory;
– The wind velocities are to be carefully chosen by the LMSS designer in order to obtain sufficiently

small probabilities of occurrence, ensuring a safe operation of the LMSS (Resende et al. 2015)
and without causing excessive operational restrictions;
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Figure 14. Simplified planning for a 50 spans viaduct over water, with 6 construction strategies.

– During the Conceptual design of LMSS, measures are to be taken in order to ensure adequate
natural frequencies, in particular in maximum cantilever configuration during LMSS launching
operation (Pacheco et al. 2015);

– To develop the Operational Manual by Versions, upgraded in first launching operations: with
incremental operational wind velocities limits;

– Continuous monitoring of wind action is to be always applied (already common);
– In first types of each LMSS, monitoring of structural response are to be implemented;

Present strategy is already being implemented in a 90 m LMSS. This strategy is a robust solution
to overcome the previous technological/scientific and mostly normative need on the assessment on
wind effects on LMSS.

4.4 Upgrade in construction time and productivity of LMSS technology

Recent works on productivity on, span by span, cast in situ, and segmental precast emerging
technologies have been recently published, comprising possible peak productivities of 3 km to
4 km/year of deck/equipment unit (Pacheco et al. 2014).
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Figure 15. Anita Garibaldi Bridge, Santa Catarina, Brazil (Courtesy of Consórcio de Laguna and Enescil).

Additionally these methods, in particular, span by span, cast in place, enable to verify, that, with
this technology, the decks erection may begin in a much earlier stage of construction, thus, even if
the “Deck” task line in the chronogram is longer, the total construction period may be shorter.

In Figure 14 a simplified planning exercise is made for an exemplificative multi-span viaduct
with 50 spans over water. 3 different construction Methods are considered: (1) Full Segment; (2)
Precast segments, span by span; (3) In situ construction, span by span. For all, 2 different rhythms
are also considered, meaning 6 simplified chronograms are presented.

Main conclusion is that, under certain circumstances, both cast in situ and precast segmental,
span by span, construction methods, may achieve similar levels of productivity, or even in some
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Figure 16. LMSS – Viaduct across Hostovsky Creek, Slovakia (courtesy of Jiri Strasky/SHP).

cases higher than other fast construction methods. Surely, this should be analyzed in a case by case
basis, but the productivity of mentioned span by span methods is not an obstacle anymore.

5 PART5: MULTI-SPAN DECKS AND LMSS EXPERIENCES WITH OPS TECHNOLOGY

In the last few years a growing number of projects were developed comprising equipment with OPS
technology. Several of them are multi-span large bridges or viaducts. Some are already concluded
as per Figures 15, 16 and 17.

The Anita Garibaldi bridge over “Canal das Laranjeiras” in Laguna, Santa Catarina State
(Brazil) – see Figure 15 – is a cable stayed concrete bridge with a total length of 2830 m. It is
the first cable stayed bridge built in Brazil with plan curvature. The bridge is inserted on BR-101,
the main road for land transportation between Brazil and other southern American countries. The
existing road was visibly under-dimensioned for present traffic. The need to accelerate bridge open-
ing led to the choice of segmental construction process. A launching gantry with OPS technology
was chosen for the construction of the East Viaduct and also the West Viaduct, after a disassembly,
transportation and re-assembly process. On both viaducts, a total of 43 spans of 50 m were built
with this technology.

The Viaduct across Hostovsky, in Slovakia, (Figure 16) is a multi-span viaduct characterized by
a truly clean design with a coherent integration in the landscape.
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Figure 17. Bridge over Corgo river, Portugal, general view, cross section and lateral view (courtesy of LCW,
Soares da Costa and FCC).

Figure 18. Movable scaffolding system for 70 m span (BERD) (courtesy of Jiri Strasky/SHP).
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Figure 19. High speed railway viaduct (1451 m extension); Turkey; Cast in Situ, span by span, current span
90 m; (A) Lateral view; (B) Cross section; (C) 3D model of 90 m span LMSS (under construction).

The cross-section of the viaduct, comprises a box girder and slab struts, which taken together
with the top slab, form a pseudo three-cell box girder.

During the construction stage the struts were supported bellow in salient elements in the box-
girder and, in the top, they were supported by prestressing bars. For that reason in the erection of
the box girder (with LMSS) it was fundamental to achieve a rigorous geometric control, as such
struts were precast elements. Such geometric control was performed by OPS, perfectly achieving
the desired accuracy. Mid span deflection was lower than L/2500.

The LMSS in figure 16 was the first equipment type with OPS bowstring concept and was
simultaneously the first equipment with OPS technology working in the 70 m to 100 m span range –
in the lower limit (first application in Rio Cabriel, Spain, with a current span of 70 m).

It is to be enhance that the construction of these types of decks in viaducts with several spans
with movable scaffolding systems may be a very efficient and competitive constructive method.
Recent studies show that this technology has very significant advantages in terms of material
consumption, namely in prestressing consumption, when compared with other methods for similar
spans (Francisco et al. 2015; Menn 1990).
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Figure 20. LMSS (BERD).

Finally, it is verified that such material consumption reduction, may be so relevant, that it may
have a not neglectable impact in global sustainability (Pacheco et al. 2009).

Bridge over Corgo river, in Vila Real (north of Portugal) – see Figure 16 – is a concrete bridge
with a total length of 2796 m, including approach viaducts and the 552 m long cable stayed main
bridge. By the time of conclusion, this was the 2nd highest cable stayed bridge in Europe. The East
viaduct, with a total length of 1278 m comprising 22 spans with a maximum length of 60 m was
built with MSS with OPS technology. In this application, the deck was erected in 3 stages. First
the U section, then the box was completed and, at last the wings were erected by a complementary
equipment. The maximum deformation observed in stage 2 – which was critical for the U section –
was below 5 mm, due to OPS control. This feature was extremely important to avoid concrete
cracks in first stage concrete.

The same concept adopted before (see Figures 18 and 20) is now adopted for LMSS with 90 m
spans. Several projects are being developed worldwide with this system. One equipment, under
manufacturing stage is to be applied few months after the present publication, for the construction
of 4 viaducts. One of them is shown in Figure 19.

6 ONE CONCLUSION

Most probably, OPS technology is still in its infancy, but so far and surely, the OPS technology has
already brought new limits to some of the most common methods for multi-span large decks (see
Figure 21). In particular, it is now possible to increase in situ, span by span methods span range up
to 100 m span. The first application for 90 m span is already ongoing (under construction). Several
other projects (still in design stage) are already being developed worldwide within the new span
range limits given by the OPS impact.
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Figure 21. Actual span ranges for the most common constructive methods/bridge types: the OPS impact.

Certainly, there are now less restrictions for decisions makers, and most probably, in several
cases, this span range increase will contribute for the adoption of the most rational and competitive
solution, when such method is the most adequate.

Mainly, this represents another degree of freedom for bridge designers, for constructors and for
project owners.

Further achievements – too soon to be mentioned as conclusions– only with facts will be (or
not) an effective part of the Bridge Engineering state of art.
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